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Professional racing has been captivating gearheads for over a century. In fact, several rare
sports cars are just homologation units. Some less televised racing events, such as the D1
Grand Prix, have greatly influenced amateur and professional tuners. Out of all the motorsports
available, drifting has gained a lot of popularity over the last two decades. YouTube videos have
helped build a bridge between the Japanese driving art form and the rest of the world. People
found out that not just Silvias and AE86s are made for drifting. There are several weird cars that
are surprisingly good at drifting. People tend to think that a company as notorious as
Lamborghini must at least be a century old. Lamborghini is not that old at all. It is actually much
younger than people may think. The carmaker was officially created in However, the Italian
company has produced some of the most insane vehicles since its inception. This is the sort of
modified Lamborghinis petrol heads cannot stop staring at. Liberty Walk body kits tend to be
put on trailer beauties. This Huracan is the exception that proves the rule. The Chevy Silverado
has been one of America's favorite trucks for decades. It is, along with the Ford F-Series, one of
the most commonly seen trucks on the road. It is quite logical that Silverado owners nationwide
decided to customize their trucks. Silverados tend to either get lifted or slammed. This is the
type of modified Chevy Silverado you want to check out. Claiming 1, hp at the crankshaft thanks
to a Whipple supercharged LS engine, this Silverado is made for the track. Back in the day,
Datsun defined the Japanese sports car industry. Although the automaker produced many cars
that were as exciting as a wet firecracker, it did allocate a fair amount of resources into
developing some truly legendary vehicles such as the Skyline and the Z-Series. This is one
sickest engine swaps gearheads have ever seen. It is the perfect way to pay tribute to this
legendary sports car. The Z's original engine was swapped for a much more potent GT-R
powerplant. That is right. This twin-turbocharged 3. Porsche does not need an introduction.
Starting in the early s, the German carmaker was already at the forefront of innovation. It was in
fact Porsche that came up with the very first hybrid vehicle ever made. The company is now
known for its powerful cars, ranging from the insane two-door coupes to the massive super
SUVs. The best way to market a product is to show what it is capable of doing. Hankook built a
Porsche , as well as a Nissan Silvia. The 's engine produces hp, which is a steep increase from
its original power. The two cars were built in the US. If Porsche were to have the "King Of
Porsches" tournament, this Porsche could be a serious contender. The Ford F has been
transformed into almost everything. The truck was lifted to insane levels, slammed, turned into
a zombie-killing machine, and now into a legitimate drift truck. It really goes to show how
modular the Ford F-Series truly is. No wonder Ford trucks are America's favorite trucks. This
twin-turbocharged 5. Though the truck seems to have fairly high ground clearance, it is made to
drift on a track that is not as tricky as a Japanese drift track. The infamous Dodge Challenger.
The car is best-known for producing an insane amount of power when modified, which allows it
to zoom down the quarter-mile in a blink of an eye. The car is also known for being among the
most affordable American sports cars. Most people are unaware that the Challenger can also
become a terrific drift car. It is not a secret that a Dodge Challenger with an engine on steroids
can easily drift. If the car is built to become a drift car, it can be an RX-7 and Supra killer.
Hardcore drifters may be getting nervous reading this, but this Challenger is proving that it can
beat a Nissan Silvia S Though going mph on an oval track may be exciting to some, it is plain
boring for others. The newer generation of gearheads tend to want more bang for their buck. As
a result, some completely insane drivers have come up with insane stratagems. It is common to
see souped-up M3s. It is also common to see people attempting to drift with their M3 and
completely wreck it. Germany realized its cars could do as great of a job as Japanese cars, and
consequently developed the infrastructure to welcome drifting events. This is M3 is a clear
example of what German gearheads can come up with. The BMW M3 is by definition a
street-legal race car. Though turning it into a drift car may require extensive work, the car
already has all the features needed to become a drifting machine. This M3's body is made of
carbon-kevlar, which houses a custom-built 6-cylinder engine that was tuned to perform nicely
on the track. Hot Rods sort of fell out of style. They were all the rage for a while but were quickly
replaced by custom modern cars. In the most recent years, hot rods have been completely
eclipsed by the restomod trend. A modernized classic sure is more attractive than a boxy and
uncomfortable two-seater oldie. With that said, some of the new generation hot rods are really
impressive. This street-legal drift rod is not something gearheads get to see on a daily basis.
Built by Factory Five, this '35 drift rod cranks out 1, hp. It may not be the best daily driver, but it
sure is great to drive on a track. Unlike most drift rods, this project was not turned into a rat rod.
Toyota's story is very impressive. Originally conducting business in the garment industry, the
son of the company went to the US to learn about the American automotive sector. Almost one
hundred years after the son of Toyoda-San came back to Japan, Toyota became one of the most
popular car brands in the world. The Toyota 86 could have an excellent car if it was not for its

sluggish engine. The car looks great and can be turned into a true track-ready looking car. Ryan
Tuerck decided to shoehorn a humongous Ferrari engine in a tiny That is hp at 9, rpm thanks to
a 5. Max Veron is an avid fan of anything equipped with a powerful engine. By Max Veron
Published Feb 10, Share Share Tweet Email Comment. Via hypebeast. Via deberti. Via
roadandtrack. Via topspeed. Via motorsportsnewswire. Via Pinterest. Via motorauthority. Via
topgear. Via factoryfive. Via YouTube. Related Topics Fast Cars. Max Veron Articles Published
Max Veron is an avid fan of anything equipped with a powerful engine. And They're Not From
Mercedes. Drifting is the act of pushing a RWD car in to oversteer when the rear wheels break
traction and step out of line. Throttle and counter-steer are applied to control the slide. To
initiate oversteer, use of the throttle, clutch and handbrake are often used along with weight
transfer to break traction. Get up to speed on drifting with our Drifting Guide. If you want to a
specific drifting game added then please contact us and let us know what you would like to
play. Want to play some driving games? Our friends over at CrazyGames. You can use this
feature to rate this page. Recommended games New here? Drifting Games 27th January, in
Drifted Games. Mobile drifting games Premium drifting games Free online drifting games Need a
break from your winter drift car build? Off season blues? We've got the cure - a round up of the
best online drifting games for free. Drift Hunters 5 Stars Choose from a selection of
high-performance drift cars, upgrade, paint and tune them into your dream cars then hit the
track. Cruise the streets and get up to mischief with your friends in your dream ride. We highly
recommend giving it a try and putting your skills to the test. Take your tuned BMW M3 to the
docks, perform high speed drifts in and around the containers and smash the high score. Paco
Stunt Cars 5 Stars Head online and show off your skills in front of other drivers across the
world in this epic stunt simulator game. Create your own racetrack and put it to the test in this
fantastic simulator. Arcade Car Drift 5 Stars This insanely fun drifting arcade game will
undoubtedly keep you entertained for hours as you tsuiso battle against your rivals. Be careful
of the oncoming traffic! City Rider 3D 5 Stars Enjoy the freedom of the city or take on the
difficult challenge of the mountains in this incredible highly-customizable simulator game.
Choose the perfect bodykit before heading to the city to shred your tires. It's time to unleash
Crazy Stunt Cars Multiplayer. Offroader V5 5 Stars Whether you want to take your bus off-road
or cause chaos in the city in your supercar, there's something for everyone in this entertaining
simulator. City Car Driving Simulator: Ultimate 5 Stars City Car Driving Simulator: Ultimate is
the fifth edition of this epic simulator series, with even better graphics and gameplay than
before. Escape the police in this intense high-speed pursuit. Extreme Drift 2 4 Stars The feature
packed sequel to Extreme Drift gains more cars, more tracks plus two new game modes.
Burnout Drift 5 Stars Crank over the V8 in your muscle car and take to the streets or track for
sideways action. This time, the game heads to the airport for you to show off and build custom
layouts. Clashed Metal Drifting Wars 4 Stars Ever wished that you could strap automatic
weapons and missiles to the front of your car and cause carnage? This game has you covered.
Whether you want to take a 4x4 offroading or race supercars in the city, this simulator has it all.
Then it's time to show off your drifting skills and push your rotary-powered Mazda to its limits in
RX7 Drift 3D. City Rider 5 Stars Multiple maps, multiple vehicles and great handling in this
superb game. King of Drift 5 Stars King Of Drift is a free to play drifting game with gameplay
focused on simple, fun drifting action. Police Car Stunt Driver 4 Stars Drive as fast as you can
over the huge jumps in your cop car as you explore the city and way beyond in this crazy police
stunt simulator. City Car Driving Simulator 4 Stars If you're looking for a driving simulator with
insane graphics, physics, and a wide selection of customizations, then look no further. Police
Pursuit 2 4 Stars It's your role to protect and serve the city as you put on your uniform and hunt
down the suspects before destroying their car. Police Stunt Cars 4 Stars Whether you want to
cause chaos in the city, head to the mountains, or fly off huge ramps at the airport in your
Police car, this game has it all. You got it right here. Car Race Simulator 4 Stars Strap into the
driving seat of a Lotus and choose whether to race against your opponents or earn points to
drift your way to the finish line. More cars, more tracks and improved graphics. Grab the keys
and smoke the tyres in Drift Rush 3D. Super Rally 3D 4 Stars Are you good at drifting? Enjoy
competitive battles? Let's put that to the test in Super Drift 3D. Super Chase 3D 4 Stars Run
from the police in this high speed chase. Use the power ups and drifting moves to out run the
cops. You certainly will in this destructive online multiplayer driving simulator. Super Drift 3D 4
Stars Are you good at drifting? Rally Drift 4 Stars It's time to get muddy! Drift your way through
multiple rally courses while unlocking cool cars. Billiards Drift 4 Stars Can you master the
Billiards table with your drifting skills? Be careful, it's addictive.. It's like Street Fighter 2 but
with cars. Modern Car Racing 3 Stars Drive some of the best supercars from around the world in
this fun simulator as you take on various challenges to earn money. Police Chase 3 Stars Get
behind the wheel of this missile-equipped supercar and attempt to escape from the Police cars

that are out to get you. Downhill Drifting 3 Stars Time to master the downhill! Keiichi Tsuchiya
eat your heart out. Drift Maniac 3 Stars Only a maniac would take on these tracks.. Drift Runners
3 Stars You won't be able to resist duking it out in these cute 'lil cars. Just don't forget it's a
race! Space Drifting 3 Stars Take to the future in this space drifting adventure! Yeah so don't do
this IRL.. Drifting Wheels 2 Stars Master complex tracks with this simple but fun drifting game.
Premium drifting games Forza Horizon 4 5 Stars Explore beautiful scenery, collect over cars and
become a Horizon Superstar in historic Britain. Forza Motorsport 7 5 Stars From mastering the
new motorsport-inspired campaign to experiencing the excitement of driving at the limit, this is
Forza reimagined. Need For Speed 4 Stars Discover the nocturnal open world of urban culture
car culture, driven by 5 unique ways to play and win, in this thrilling reboot of Need for Speed.
Assetto Corsa 5 Stars Assetto Corsa is a highly regarded community developed sim, race or
drift your way through stunning tracks and super realistic cars. Forza Motorsport 6 5 Stars
Experience unrelenting action in the most beautiful and comprehensive racing game of this
generation. Now available on Steam. Mobile drifting games Drift Horizon Online 5 Stars Drift
Horizon offers Android players state of the art graphics, cars and tracks coupled with realistic
drifting physics. Lil Drifty 5 Stars Drift around the track in an iconic low poly sport car in this
simple yet speedily addictive game. Assoluto Racing 5 Stars Race with beautifully modeled,
officially licensed cars from the top manufacturers in the world. Drift Legends 5 Stars Drift
Legends is a great looking game with realistic physics, 20 cars and plenty of tracks to keep your
thumbs busy. Driftkhana 4 Stars Built with freedom in mind, there are no point systems, time
limits, or rules simply hit the gas and enjoy. Drift Mania: Street Outlaws 4 Stars Drift Mania:
Street Outlaws takes the heat to the streets allowing players to battle and compete in
underground drift events based on various world locations. Real Drift Car Racing 4 Stars Get
ready to drive high performance cars turbo or naturally aspirated and make them drift at high
speed in tracks designed specifically for drift racing. Iran Drift 2 4 Stars Iran Drift 2 offers
realistic 3D graphics, smooth framerate, 6 different tracks, over 20 cars and even a slow motion
drift mode. FAQ What are the most popular drifting games? What are drifting games? Can I add
my drifting game to this page? What are the best drifting games to play on mobile and tablets?
Rate This Games Page 28 votes, average: 4. Christopher James Harris born 20 January is a
British automotive journalist, [1] racing driver and television presenter. Since , Harris has been
one of the three main presenters of Top Gear , after previously making regular appearances
throughout the twenty-third series in Harris began his career in the automotive industry working
for Autocar , [3] performing various menial tasks, or, as he himself describes it, "cleaning
ashtrays". A year later, the enterprise ceased operations. In a statement, Drivers Republic
explained the abrupt termination was due to "differences in our vision about future priorities".
Immediately after the shutdown, Harris joined Evo as a writer and reviewer, publishing his first
article there on 12 October Chris Harris on Cars has over , YouTube subscribers and nearly 45,,
views. In addition, on 6 November , Harris began writing for Jalopnik , [13] an online automotive
blog administrated by Kinja. In February , Harris officially joined the new cast of Top Gear. From
the twenty-fourth series, he presented the series alongside co-hosts Matt LeBlanc and Rory
Reid. Harris has had an extensive racing career. Harris often discuss technical racing terms in
his non-racing focused videos. Harris also emphasises the importance of driving and racing
safety in many of his videos, especially when teaching techniques like drifting. While Harris has
owned several exotic cars, such as a Ferrari FF , [23] most of the cars Harris reviews are loaned
to him by manufacturers. Manufacturers often give automotive journalists press cars , [24] in
the hope that a reviewer will give the new car a positive review that boost the car's sales. Harris
receives many press cars, sometimes for extended periods of time. In Harris's early career,
magazines such as Autocar and Evo paid him for his writing as a journalist. As his career
progressed, Harris began to branch out on his own. Harris was banned from reviewing Ferrari
cars on 2 February , [29] after writing an article titled, "How Ferrari Spins". In his article, he
criticised the firm for trying "to win every test review at any cost" [30] and called it a
"profoundly irritating" brand. Though he was technically banned from reviewing Ferrari cars,
Harris was still able to review several Ferraris unofficially. In late , Harris and Ferrari reconciled,
[31] and he has since officially reviewed many Ferraris. In , Harris was banned from reviewing
Lamborghini cars, because of an article he wrote entitled "Lamborghinis Are The Perfect Cars
For People Who Can't Drive", in which he criticised many characteristics of the Lamborghini
brand, saying their "future is bleak". From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Chris Harris. Harris
at the Los Angeles Auto Show. Beaconsfield , Buckinghamshire , England. Retrieved 30 October
A Look At Chris Harris". The Telegraph. Retrieved 4 July Retrieved 17 July Archived from the
original on 20 October Retrieved 31 October Retrieved 22 December BBC News. Retrieved 6
June RS6 is the ultimate all-rounder, says Chris Harris". Archived from the original on 12
November This Is A Good Thing". Small Blog V8. Retrieved 24 April Retrieved 21 December
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Britain. The McLaren LT is an absolute beast off the showroom floor, and with some simple
modifications it can be made even more impressive. The only performance modifications made
to the British supercar are a tune and a set of IPE downpipes. Despite that, when running on
race gas, the car delivers an extraordinary hp and lb-ft Nm of torque at the rear wheels, meaning
it pumps out over 1, hp at the crank. When taken to the drag strip with an experienced driver
behind the wheel, the car recorded a best quarter-mile time of 8. The pro golfer underwent
surgery following the accident that appears to have happened in a Genesis Invitational courtesy
vehicle. Lexus is expected to introduce the NX shortly, with the market launch rumored for this
fall. Skip to content. February 24, at am. The hydrogen-powered Tre and Two trucks will launch
in and respectively. The all-new Hyundai Tucson will go on sale nationwide this spring with
three powertrains. The Porsche Taycan Cross Turismo has been tested in various locations for
over , miles. The latest bespoke RR Phantom combines theme related to time and astronomical
phenomena. The Hengchi 7, 8, and 9 were designed by three automotive design veterans. All
Rights Reserved. Games is place to play free online games. We have thousand flash games to
play categorised and grouped to deliver mind blowing game play experience. Here you can find
games to spend your quality time enjoying. You can find trending games based on current
popular events in entertainment industry, classic games that you enjoyed playing through years
to come, subject related games depending on your interests, games for your children to
educate their responsiveness, teach children colours, shapes, objects, letters and numbers. For
girls we have wide range of free online dress up games , free online make up games. Also check
our cooking games some of which may teach children basic cooking and serving lessons. Girls
also enjoy playing role playing games where they own a cemetery or ice cream shop and serve
customers. If you like strategy games and build farm, village, city, civilization then you can play
our collection of strategy games. We offer games for all type of players, fanatic and casual
games enjoy wide range of games at Games If you like games on our website share it with your
friends on twitter, facebook, vkontakte, myspace and on your own website. Also you can
bookmark games that you like to your browser and come to play regularly without losing any
time in future. We have sharing widgets on every page on this site for your convenience to
share quickly games that you like. Also you can see popular shared games on facebook at the
top of game pages. I am sure you would like to play those games because they are enjoyed and
shared by many happy game players. Games adds tens new games every day. Currently we
have more than 45, cool online games to play. Game of the day page shows most played game
for every day. Those games are very attractive and enjoyable. Play online games at games
Share Real Bike Racing Here is a pure motorcycle racing simulation game with 3D realistic
game engine. You have a chance to experience hard-core racing by means of making a Escape
from Aztec 94 You just stole King Aztec's greatest treasure. Now you're being hunted. Run as
fast as you can. Avoid tree trunks, boulders and ancient ruins. Drifty Race Here is a car stunt
racing arcade game that is made of 3D game engine. You have a chance to concentrate on the
timing of drifting rather than speeding Girly Shopping Mall 76 It's shopping day with three best
friends! Curious to see what you can find in the mall? Discover the most amazing hairstyles,
shoes and outfits for e Bedroom kissing 90 The New lovers fall in love and they want to kiss
each other in the girls bedroom, but there are many disturbance. Please help to solve them and
let t AsciiMe 74 AsciiMe generates ascii images of snapshots taken from your webcam or
uploaded photos. Generated ascii images come in two forms - a jpeg image that yo Hot love
Find five differences between the two pictures. Good art work, relaxing effect. A block has to be
free on at least one side. It's a very relaxing and simple game to play Halloween Hidden
Numbers Halloween Hidden Numbers is a beautiful online game with hidden numbers. Find out
the hidden numbers in the specified images. Each level has 10 number Homescapes It is an
adventure puzzle game. The lover of middle-age man has been robbered, she is Imprisoned in a
garden with lots of elaborate traps. Choose whic Abandoned University Html5 Escape
YolkGames - Abandoned University Html5 Escape is another point and click escape game
developed by Yolk will need to find a secret book to escape from Endless Spinning 62 A
matching puzzle game. The thing you need to do is shoot the balls to make the same color balls
in 3-match and disappear them. When the ball arrived Spooky Crazy House Halloween hidden
objects game. Yes, things are going to be a little bit strange tonight Basket Swooshes Plus 47
Ultimate basketball game. Show your skills and cool head. Three game modes: World cup, Time
challenge and 2 Players mode where you can play against yo Scorpion Blast Scorpion Blast is a
great classic colorful Marble Popper fast-paced game from Free-Game- Every level of this game

has unique form and graphic content Tarzan Color 19 Color this cute picture of Tarzan. Use the
paintbrush to select colors and click on each section to paint in it. Color the various clothes,
people, ac Most played games Advertisment. Follow us. When the Audi R8 debuted for the
model year, it captured the driving public's imagination with its sharp styling and stunning
performance. The second-generation model upped the ante over its predecessor, and the latest
evolution, the Audi R8, gets some welcome appearance updates and a power increase. For , the
R8's appearance is slightly more angular up front, but there's still no mistaking it for anything
but an R8. The anything-but-basic base R8 gets a power boost from horsepower to hp, while the
more expensive R8 Performance formerly the R8 Plus remains unchanged at an inspiring hp.
During the R8's run, V10 engines have been available for 10 years. And to commemorate that
milestone, Audi is offering a new limited-edition Decennium model. The differences are purely
cosmetic and it only comes in metallic black , but with only 50 examples destined for the U.
Some rival sports cars are indeed better-suited for racetrack duty, while others provide more
value or the latest in technology features. But with its high-revving non-turbocharged V10
engine and distinctive styling that still turns heads, the R8 will reward you with stirring
performance and high levels of refinement. The Audi R8 is available as either a two-seat sport
coupe or convertible, with comparable feature content for both. The base R8 has a 5. All-wheel
drive is standard. The R8 Performance previously named the R8 Plus uses the same V10 with
some tweaks for more power hp, lb-ft. Standard feature highlights for the standard R8 include
inch wheels, LED exterior lighting, automatic high beams, power-folding mirrors that are also
heated and auto-dimming, front and rear parking sensors, an automatically deployed power rear
spoiler, and adaptive dampers. The more powerful R8 Performance adds inch wheels with
summer performance tires, LED and laser headlights, a fixed carbon-fiber rear wing, ceramic
brakes, a sport suspension with non-adaptive dampers, a sport exhaust, racing-style seats with
no backrest adjustments, and a sport steering wheel. Select Performance features are offered
as options on the base R8. Other add-ons are limited mostly to carbon-fiber exterior and interior
elements and a variable-ratio steering system. For , a new Decennium special-edition R8
commemorating 10 years of V10 power will be available. It comes with black metallic paint,
unique badging, matte-bronze accents on the engine and wheels, lots of black and carbon-fiber
elements inside and out, and copper-colored interior stitching. Be the first to write a review.
Like the regular R8, it has the seven-speed, dual-clutch automatic transmission with paddle
shifters and the horsepower V But with rear-wheel drive instead of AWD, it has the potential to
get really squirrelly and really fun. Watch the video for more on Audi's new rear-wheel-drive R8.
What's got two thumbs, loves a mid engine rear wheel drive sports car? This guy. RW stands
for rear wheel. That's right, it's rear wheel drive. What does that mean? Well, the regular R8 is
really insanely capable when it comes to handling. This is rear wheel drive, so that means it's
going to get really squirrely. By really squirrely, I mean really fun. So think of it almost like the
Valentino Balboni edition that Lamborghini put out. Where it's really meant to get tail happy and
drifty. I can't wait to drive it, I hope I do. But it's not going to be that easy, and I'll get to that
later. So this version, it's going to be available as either coupe or convertible. And it's going to
have the horsepower V10 that's in the regular R8. Now there's no word if it's actually going to
get the V10 plus, which has horsepower. I mean, that'd be excessive, right? Like the other R8s,
this has a seven speed dual clutch automatic transmission with paddle shifters. And I got to
drive it last year sometime. And it was an insane blast. Man, is this car good. On top of that,
since there's no front wheel drive mechanics going on underneath, it's also pounds lighter. And
that's pounds lighter in the nose. So that means the balance is being shifted further back for
even more tail happy fun. Now visually, the differences, they're pretty slight. The slide blade
that's kind of been an R8 trademark since the beginning, it's body colored on the bottom, gloss
black on top. And that kind of echoes their LMS race car. Very cool. Also, that red stripe there,
it's an option. I kind of like it though. So there's going to be versions available worldwide and
that's it. About a third of them, they're going to come to the US. We'll see. It should be hitting
Europe sometime this fall. US, it'll follow a couple of months later. So the beginning of So for
more information on this R8 as well as any of the R8s and its competition, head on over to
edmunds. If you want to see more videos like this, hit subscribe and check out all of our other
videos. The first R8 generation may have been introduced 14 years ago, but compared to the
venerable Porsche , it's a relative newcomer. Over decades of constant development and
evolution, the has been honed into one of the finest sports cars in history. The Turbo serves as
a close competitor to the R8 in terms of price, performance and practicality. The difference is
really just in personality: modern edginess versus classic origins. The NSX's performance
capabilities are notable for being fairly accessible, even for novice sports-car drivers.
Unfortunately, it's not as evocative or as engaging as other sports cars. We also deduct points
for the infotainment system that was pulled from the old Honda parts bin. That engine is set just

behind the front axle, so it can be considered a front mid-engine layout. It's not quite as roomy
as the R8, but you'd have a tough time finding a car that is more engaging and entertaining.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Audi R8 Convertible and all its trim
types. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the R8 Convertible. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings
and reviews for the Audi R8 Convertible and all model years in our database. Our rich analysis
includes expert reviews and recommendations for the R8 Convertible featuring deep dives into
trim levels including performance Spyder, Spyder, etc. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road
test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more.
This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our
team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car
you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap used cars for
sale near you. Once you have identified a vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck
vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Audi R8
Convertible. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including all models of the Audi R8 Convertible and all available trim types: Spyder,
performance Spyder. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to
similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications,
vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds expert review, safety rating, and color. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Select year - Upcoming - New. Select a type Coupe Convertible. Other
years. Pros Blissful, high-revving V10 engine Comfortable ride and gorgeous interior Standard
all-wheel drive Cons Many of Audi's latest advanced driver safety aids aren't available What's
new Refreshed exterior design Standard R8 receives a power increase New limited-edition
Decennium model; RWS special edition is discontinued R8 Plus is now called R8 Performance
Part of the second R8 generation introduced for The Audi R8 Spyder Performance is
ridiculously fun to drive, even on a daily basis. Unfortunately, the Spyder lacks sufficient
legroom for taller drivers and has an unintuitive infotainment interface. The R8 is one of the
easiest exotic sports car to drive, whether it's on a racetrack or on your commute. Acceleration
is, naturally, very quick thanks to hp. The R8 Spyder reached 60 mph in only 3. The R8 Spyder's
handling isn't as convincing as its straight-line performance. The steering doesn't offer much
feel and the tires on our test car didn't have the level of grip we expect for this class of car. The
combination made the Spyder less fun on twisty roads than it should be. But no matter how you
drive the R8 Spyder, the dual-clutch automatic transmission will work better than most, offering
smooth low-speed driving and quick shifts under full throttle. If you're 5-foot or shorter, the R8
Spyder will fit you like a slim-fit tailored suit. The thinly padded seats are helped by a wealth of
power adjustments, including side bolsters and an extendable thigh support. Long-distance
comfort, though, is questionable. Ride quality is very smooth for an exotic car, and the R8
Spyder can absorb most impacts around town with ease. We were less impressed with the
placement of the driver-side air vents, which managed to only cool the steering wheel. Though
we're partial to how good the R8's V10 engine sounds, some of your neighbors might not be so
enamored. The R8 is almost excessively loud at startup. But once underway, the exhaust can be
tailored for discretion or attention, depending on your mood. Getting into the R8 requires
shimmying between the seat bolsters and steering wheel, even with the seat slid all the way
back. Drivers taller than 5-foot might not fit altogether due to the surprising lack of legroom. The
interior is understated and minimal, and the primary controls are logically placed and very
intuitive. With no central infotainment screen, the driver must use the instrument panel to
control secondary functions, of which there are mercifully few. Well-placed narrow front roof

pillars help provide a clear view out the front. Rear visibility with the top up is better than in
most other convertibles, even if the outside mirrors are bit on the small side. The rearview
camera is helpful, but its display can easily be blocked with a slight turn of the steering wheel.
The convertible top deploys in 18 seconds at speeds up to 30 mph. Even with the glass wind
blocker and windows up, buffeting is considerable. However, using it â€” and almost every
other system â€” requires you to use the gauge cluster display because the R8 Spyder lacks a
center infotainment screen. The gauge cluster screen certainly looks good, but controlling it is
done through either a roller switch on the steering wheel or a dial on the center console. This is
not as intuitive as a touchscreen or some other dial-based systems, and it's often distracting.
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto are standard and allow for easier voice control than Audi's
native system. We noticed frequent Apple CarPlay screen outages in our test car, though it
remained functional. A wireless charging pad with a signal booster is also included, but the pad
isn't big enough to hold an iPhone X with the cable plugged in. Driver assistants are limited to
parking sensors and a blind-spot monitor. Even as a mid-engine exotic sports car, the R8 lacks
convenience. The 4-cubic-foot trunk is about the average size for this class of car but has only
half the capacity of the more practical R8 Coupe. It is deep but not very wide, and only a small
carry-on bag will fit. The "frunk" really needs some effort to close, and even with a strong slam,
you may have to push it down to latch fully. Even then, warnings that it wasn't fully closed were
common. Interior storage is also limited. There's no space behind the seats, and the
cupholders, various bins and door pockets are all small. The R8 Spyder might be challenging to
use as a weekend getaway car if you're packing more than a few small duffels. We managed to
achieve We're quick to note that figure was only achieved by driving very conservatively, which
is not at all what the R8 was intended for. We doubt most drivers will ever miss the extra 40
horsepower. If you're tall, you'll probably have to go with the coupe instead of the convertible,
which will save you even more money. Compared to other exotic coupes, the R8 is more
enjoyable to drive than the Acura NSX and has a better interior. The R8 Spyder does attract a lot
more attention than either, so if that's a plus for you, it may be worth the extra expense. The R8
Spyder might not turn in the quickest lap times, but it's thoroughly entertaining to wring its neck
when you have the right road. This is one of those cars that call to you in the middle of the
night, urging you to log some more miles with the top down and the V10 engine screaming
away. As far as personality goes, you can feel like a million bucks for a quarter of the price! You
feel special in the R8 Spyder without garnering the same level of attention you would in a
Lamborghini. Still, with the push of a few buttons, the R8 can go from introvert to extrovert in
seconds. We recommend the base R8 for most shoppers, primarily because its adaptive
dampers deliver both a comfortable ride as well as sharp handling. You also get a few more
features. The R8 Performance's extra power doesn't quite justify its price premium unless
you're truly set on eking out every last bit of handling athleticism. Read more. Find savings on
the R8 for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all R8 lease offers. Sponsored cars related
to the R8. Trending topics in reviews. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample
dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Front and Rear Parking Sensors Gives
you an acoustic alert as the vehicle approaches objects while you park. Tire Pressure
Monitoring System Notifies you if the pressure in a given tire drops below the recommended
amount. Audi R8 vs. Porsche The first R8 generation may have been introduced 14 years ago,
but compared to the venerable Porsche , it's a relative newcomer. People who viewed this also
viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the R8 both on the road
and at the track, giving it a 7. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying
stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the R8 has 4. And then there's safety and reliability.
Learn more. To determine whether the Audi R8 is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer
reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the R8. Look for
specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the R8's
average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Audi R8 is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the R8
and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all
be factors in determining whether the R8 is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Audi
R8, the next question is, which R8 model is right for you? What do people think of the Audi R8
Convertible? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Audi R8 Convertible and all model years in our database. Read our
full review of the Audi R8 Convertible here. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Audi
R8 Convertible? Which Audi R8 Convertibles are available in my area? Consider a broader
search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Audi R8 Convertible? Check out Audi
lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the R8 drive? How comfortable is the

R8? How economical is the R8? Is the R8 a good value? Home Discussions Workshop Market
Broadcasts. Change language. Install Steam. Garry's Mod Store Page. It is only visible to you. If
you believe your item has been removed by mistake, please contact Steam Support. This item is
incompatible with Garry's Mod. Please see the instructions page for reasons why this item
might not work within Garry's Mod. This item will only be visible to you, admins, and anyone
marked as a creator. This item will only be visible in searches to you, your friends, and admins.
Description Discussions 0 Comments 3. Description Discussions Comments. Add to Collection.
This item has been added to your Favorites. A collection of 85 items created by. Nerd Koopa.
Cody Evans. Werner Peiner. Baby Boss. Def Valerius Bullshiticus. Nevel Online. Items
Adaptation of the Bugatti Veyron Grand Sport for simfphys. All the lights work, there are seats
for passengers in it. Also it has sounds from Forza Motorsport 7. Created by LoneWolfie.
Created by Luna. These vehicles can be edited ingame, thats cool i guess, but don't put all
sliders on max and expect good handling lmao. Adaptation of the Ferrari Testarossa for
simfphys. Also it has sounds from Forza Horizon 3. Adaptation was made by my friend. He's in
creators of the addon TDMCars - Ferrari. Created by TDM. If you have the SVN, please do not
subscribe to this addon! This is a collection of textures that is shared by all of the vehicles.
Adaptation of the Lamborghini Countach for simfphys. Neonpolis Circuit V1. Created by Nerd
Koopa. Neonpolis is a big glowing metropolis contained in a gigantic glass sphere floating
above the ocean. Created by SloppyTrainyard. Created by Shidzenreku. Adaptation of the VAZ
for simfphys. All the lights work there are indicators on the dashboard, there are seats for
passengers in it. Also it has original sounds from CrSk's addon CrSk Shared Textures. Created
by CrushingSkirmish. This addon contains textures needed for my cars. SVN is available.
Lowered version included Full VCMod [ Adaptation of the MAZ for simfphys. Also it has original
sounds from LW's addon. Adaptation of the Lada Vesta for simfphys. CrSk Autos - Lada Vesta.
Created by Six. Drivable Jetski Kawasaki. Check my Dev Blog [ Sunset Island v2. Created by
WhiteKnuckles. Welcome to Sunset Island v2! Drivable yacht. Created by manul. Lara's boat
from Tomb raider Underworld. Two versions: one controlled from primary cockpit and one via
flybridge. Created by SuspiciouslyAwesome. Created by Werner Peiner. This is the Ferrari and it
contains: 1 seat for the pilot and Sounds from the original add-on I hope you will enjoy it! If you
want, y Futuropolis Circuit v1. Futuropolis Circuit is a racing track map designed for anti-gravity
vehicles in the style of F-Zero, Wipeout and podracing. While designed for these kinds of
vehicles in mind, it should be sufficient for cars that can handle its hills. Created by Dryad.
Matt's Racing Park. If you need the content for it, download it from cs cheater. Here is a video
that will demonstrate how this is done. Created by GAnimator. Created by Skerion. I've been
wanting to make a city map like this for a decade, and I've finally gotten around into doing just
that. I probably could have gotten this out of the way a while ago, but better late than never,
Created by Azok Azok30 Shared Textures. Created by Baby Boss. A map for the driving of the
car and for the taking of pictures. This addon adds simfphys support for TDM's Emergency
vehicle pack. Its just the spawnlist, this means nothing is included. You will also have to
subscribe to the addons linked in the requirements Hello and welcome to City25! Map doesn't
require anything so subscribe and enjoy. Initial D Car Models Pack. Created by [Y. This pack is
Not Drivable Cars. This Pack has 2 missing car that not included yet. What's Separated Stuffs?
Brucektrain Car Models Pack. Use them for E2 Holo Body for Wiremod on car building server's.
For Complete Hoonicorn with e2 holo. Brucektrain Car Models Pack 2. Brucektrain Car Models
Pack 3. And They can be Colorable! Created by Blub. Created by Def Valerius Bullshiticus.
Created by DangerKiddy. If you are already subscribed, and are missing textures after the
update, subscribe to the map content! This is required Do not decompile or redistribute without
permission! Adds a weapon implementation system to simfphys vehicles. Included vehicles can
be found in your simfphys tab under "Armed Vehicles". Created by N! Xerasin's Micro Vehicles.
Created by Xerasin. Some Micro vehicles that you can drive around with! They should be
located in the entities tab! Current Vehicles:. Supersizeroom V2. Created by Lifeless. You're a
rat inside a huge room.. Super size room is a map I created over 5 years ago. It featured on
garrysmod. So now that GMod 13 has been ful Created by CturiX. Custom jeeps! From Gameb
Created by chesiren. An objective starship trooper themed map where your mission is to nuke
the Arachnid nest. Created by Toast. After a few days of hard work, here are the civilian vehicles
from the ODST and Reach model packs on the workshop. Halo 3 Props Pack. Halo Reach Model
Pack. Futurofrost Circuit V1. Futurofrost circuit is set around an ozone repair station in the
middle of Antarctica at night. Can you surv Halo Vehicles. Created by Cody Evans. These
vehicles are armed, easy to fly a Created by Light-DelaBlue. Created by BabyLuigiOnFire. You
need SCars Slim to drive on drivable cars! Don't have Scars Slim? Download it here! Mario Kart
64 - Rainbow Road. While relatively easy to re-create this one was a tough one due to its sheer
size. More than often I would get compiling errors because Hammer didn't Fortnite Vehicles

Pack [simfphys]. This Pack Includes. Freespace Air Vehicles. Created by Sakarias Air Vehicles
1. Each air vehicle has two versions. One with weapons admin only and one without. Created by
Flowx. Share to your Steam activity feed. You need to sign in or create an account to do that.
Sign In Create an Account Cancel. All rights reserved. All trademarks are property of their
respective owners in the US and other countries. Some geospatial data on this website is
provided by geonames. View mobile website. With its new Aviator, Lincoln set out to create a
soothing and elegant vehicle that quietly rockets you and your posse along freeway ramps. In
reviving the Aviator name, Lincoln hatched a new rear-drive architecture impressively
differentiated from the Ford Explorer 's with a car-based chassis, excellent suspension, and all
the accoutrements you want from a luxury three-row SUV. It also has a lot more power,
especially in the plug-in hybrid. The SUV of the Year is The upscale mood starts as you
approach the vehicle; headlights and puddle lights guide the way. Once inside, chimes from the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra greet you as you clasp a lavish steering wheel and push the
piano-key gear selector. Settle into the way adjustable seat and add a massage. Scholl's insert
for your entire back," editor-in-chief Ed Loh said. The chassis delivers a top-notch ride.
Executive editor Mark Rechtin lauded the Aviator's offering of "a whole lot of drifty fun," if that's
what you want your SUV to do. That nets you the hp, lb-ft 3. The 5,pound vehicle scoots from 0
to 60 mph in 5. Loh described the acceleration as unwavering and unyielding. The speed is
smart and refined, the brakes smooth. The bigger problem is the hybrid's aggressive throttle
tip-in, which none of us could modulate well. The Grand Touring plug-in hybrid Aviator
electrifies the gas engine, but the extra motors and batteries contribute to its 5, pounds. Some
judges wondered where the hp and lb-ft of torque was in this beefier modelâ€”the hybrid is only
three-tenths quicker than the gas version in the quarter mile. The rear-drive bias provides a
rousing ride; the air suspension feels incredibly supple over uneven surfaces. It's wicked cool
to kick sand up and over the windshield of a luxury vehicle with a drive mode for all conditions.
Props on a beautiful and functional steering wheel with clever or irritating placement of the
voice-control button at the 10 o'clock thumb rest. Press the cruise control button, and the
speed-control buttons light up. The big infotainment screen responds quickly and is intuitive to
use. You feel the Revel stereo sound in every organ. There's a vertical slot for your phone and
easily accessible USB ports. Third-row access is shockingly easy. Push a button, and the
second-row captain's seats rocket forward. Still, the third row is tight, and passengers must sit
with their knees high. A couple quibbles: The solenoid button that replaces the inside door
handle is awkward to push, and the semi-autonomous cruise control worryingly shut off without
warning when we approached stopped traffic. Pricing left us divided. Close Ad. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Design inside and out Supple suspension Stereo and infotainment system.
Hybrid lurches forward Climbing over second row cupholders Door release hard to use. Share
on Facebook Share on Twitter. While it may be meant for children, this electric pint-size Bug will
put a smile on any enthusiast's face. At least I hadn't until a few weeks ago, when I headed to
Willow Springs to drive a brand new, very rare, very expensive Bugatti. Without any context,
that statement is simultaneously impressive and confusing, as it seems like quite an intense
way to experience driving on a track for the first time. The original Bugatti Baby prototype was
built in It was an electric Type 35 scaled down to half size, built by Ettore Bugatti for his son
Jean. After showing the car to customers and getting a positive response, Bugatti put it into
production and around were sold from to Bugatti decided to recreate the Baby for the
company's th birthday, and thus the new Baby II was born. In order to create the Baby II, Bugatti
did a complex 3D scan of an original Type 35 and shrunk it down to three-quarters scale, as that
bigger size is better suited to kids today than the original half-scale car. Bugatti brought a real
Type 35 to Willow Springs to visually compare against the Baby though sadly not to drive , and
it's pretty incredible to see the two cars next to each other. The Baby II looks almost identical.
The Type 35's groundbreaking front axle is perfectly recreated, as are the steering and
suspension components. Even Bugatti's "Macaron" badge in the grille is spot on, made of solid
silver. In the place of the original Type 35's fuel pump is a rotating handle on the machined
metal dashboard that acts as the gear selector, and there's a physical handbrake mounted on
the right side of the car. The Type 35's fuel pressure and oil gauges are replaced by a battery
and power gauge, and there are additional buttons for the lights and horn. For my 5-foot, 9-inch
self, getting into the Baby II is fairly easy -- I basically just hop in feet first. The wooden Nardi
steering wheel is fully removable -- it's the smallest quick-release steering wheel out there -and the pedals are adjustable. Starting the Baby II is easy. There's a traditional key slot on the
right side of the dash, and all you have to do is insert the metal key and twist it, then turn the
gear selector to drive. Getting acclimated to the controls only takes a moment, and then it's time
to hit the track. Bugatti offers three different versions of the Baby, with two different
powertrains. The base model has composite bodywork, the smaller 1. With that you get a 1.

Jumping up to the Vitesse model like the one I'm driving gets you a carbon-fiber body, while the
top-end Pur Sang has handmade aluminum body panels; both have the long-range 2. Along with
the bigger battery pack, the Vitesse and Pur Sang also get the "high-performance" powertrain,
and boy oh boy are they not lying when they call it high-performance. In addition to the Novice
and Expert modes, which are indicated by a turtle and rabbit icon and selected when you twist
the key, the high-performance models get a derestricted mode that I'll get to in a bit. I decide to
start out in the Expert mode for my first couple laps, because why not. Even with just 5. You
hear fun whirring noises from the electric motor, but otherwise the car is as silent as any other
EV. The Baby II has regenerative brakes that are so strong I pretty much never need to touch the
actual brake pedal, and I'm able to keep the accelerator floored nearly the whole time. The
steering is quick and direct, and the Baby II's diminutive size makes it easy to place. Now, I
won't say that the Baby II is the ideal way for a first-timer to learn a race track, as it's so small
and so relatively slow that it doesn't really matter what racing line I take or when I choose to
brake for a corner. But it's certainly fun as hell, and its simplicity means I can see exactly what
the steering, suspension and wheels are doing as I zip around the course. I feel every single
bump and dip and rock in the road, every surface and gradient change. It makes me think about
how race car drivers will walk a track before a race to get acclimated -- maybe they should just
do some laps in a Baby II instead. The Baby II isn't comfortable, though. In fact it might be the
most uncomfortable car I've ever driven, and I used to own a lowered and horribly stiff old
Volvo. Unlike the Type 35, the new Baby has adjustable dampers, but I don't think they make
much of a difference. Oh, and then there's the driver's "seat. So I just kind of bounce around
gripping that skinny wooden wheel. Cool, right? After getting a feel for the track, it's time to
activate the top speed mode, which removes the electronic limiter. This is done by inserting the
Speed Key, a mini version of the Chiron's similar key, into a slot on the left side of the dash.
This raises the Baby II's maximum velocity from 25 mph to a blistering 42 mph. On paper, 42
mph doesn't sound very fast at all. But when you're in something this small and basic, with a
completely open roof and no semblance of safety features, 42 mph might as well be mph. The
Baby II also accelerates to its top speed much quicker in this mode it takes a little over six
seconds , and I actually have to use the mechanical brakes this time, as the regen isn't enough.
The car feels looser too, with those skinny Michelin tires losing grip a lot quicker and in more
situations above 30 mph, requiring me to put a lot more thought into the lines I'm taking through
corners. Yet nearly the whole time, I'm laughing my ass off. The Baby II is just so much fun. The
sense of speed is immense, as is the sense of relative danger. I just keep pushing the Baby II
harder and harder, trying to find the car's limits without sending it into a spin. Oh, and the
Bugatti rep wasn't lying about the wind making it drifty. In normal circumstances the Baby II
with the larger battery can go around 30 miles on a charge, but I can only do about six hot laps
with the speed-limiter off before the car goes into limp mode, forcing me back to the paddock.
The pound battery can be recharged in a few hours, or you can just open the hood, take it out
and plop in a new one. Bugatti will sell you extra batteries if you want. This is a drive I'll
remember forever. The Baby II left me sore after just 15 minutes. My upper body and face got
absolutely whipped by the air, and I even got stung by a freaking bee through my helmet. But it
was so, so worth it. I couldn't stop smiling for the rest of the day -- really, the rest of the week. I
can't imagine that any other vehicle would be more fun on a track than the Baby II, at least a
small and tight one like Streets of Willow. Bugatti is only going to build examples of the Baby II,
and when it was first announced for sale last year the entire production run was spoken for in a
matter of weeks. But if you're super rich and hoping to get one as a last-minute holiday gift for
your kid or yourself , there's good news: Bugatti says some reservation holders have pulled out
during the coronavirus pandemic, leaving a handful of build slots open. If you're interested you
can apply online, with slots handed out on a first come, first served basis. You'll have to shell
out a ton of money, though. Of course, you can also spec your Baby II to match your Chiron if
you so desire. People say that money can't buy happiness, but that's not true. Money can buy
you a Bugatti Baby II, which is the closest thing to pure automotive happiness I've ever
experienced. Make mine purple with bright blue leather. Climb in the driver's seat for the latest
car news and reviews, delivered to your inbox twice weekly. Bugatti Baby II first drive review:
The most fun I've ever had on four wheels While it may be meant for children, this electric
pint-size Bug will put a smile on any enthusiast's face. Daniel Golson. I'm probably the first
person to drive a Bugatti while wearing a Spice Girls mask. This has been a very strange year
for all of us. Hopefully our tuning products can help you enjoy social distancing a just little bit
more! With its launch-control system activated, the Urus leaps off the line and hits 60 mph in 2.
The quarter-mile gets done in a blistering Keep your foot down and the pound SUV beats the
stock Urus to mph by nearly two seconds. Thanks for sticking with us! Put our AMG back on the
dyno for some additional testing after performing additional reverse engineering and ROM

development. The results were fantastic! Thanks for you patience! We are working diligently to
get all tune back-log caught up. Please complete our online form by clicking here. Please
contact us directly for your AMG tuning needs: sales openflashperformance. This was due to a
system file verification error during the update process. The issues presence led to the
development of an entirely new OS framework for the OFT , and will being to roll-out automatic
via the OFT update process soon. If it performed wonderfully but had the discomfort quotient of
an Elise, it would make no sense to own one. Fortunately this is not the case. How it drives:
Within the first yards of driving the M5C, I immediately noticed how similar it was to my M2C in
many subjective areas. Steering feel and weight are similar. The way it carries its mass into a
corner is similar. The tightness of the chassis which contributes to quick reflexes is similar.
Basically, it is nice to see that the two latest M cars share so much of the same DNA. A few
things jump out immediately: The steering ratio is surprisingly quick. Nor does it spring load the
chassis as it did in the F10 M5. Instead it just takes an immediate set and diligently obeys your
mid-corner intentions. Brake pedal is firm and braking force is progressive. The car is not
lacking in this department. Certainly no complains for aggressive street use. Ride quality is
what you expect from an M car running 20 inch wheels and low profile tires. Sport plus and
sports settings are actually usable depending on situation and road surface quality. In fact that
is what separates current M cars from other sedans with sporty pretensions. Where as other
cars become sloppy at the limit, the current M cars retain their cornering balance and steering
precision. You can tell the the calibration team purposely limited the rate of torque rise with
respect to pedal demand. Power rolls in smoothly instead of the in-your-face torque punch you
would expect from a 4. This does lend to the almost NA-like power delivery but it does leave you
wanting more. This is really obvious at times when the ECU determines that it is reasonable to
give you the full, unmetered beans. Will the car behave like a typical poorly balanced AWD drive
car that gets dynamically rescued by the all wheel drive torque distribution. Or will it feel like a
real drive car with just that extra bit of forward traction when needed. Even in rear will drive
mode the car exhibits a better balance in superior for traction than the F10 M5. So that extra
drive from the front wheels is not a Band-Aid. It never suddenly changes yaw. The whole
experience just feels very natural, forgiving and eminently drifty. Which is what an M5 is all
about, no? Took the Factory to Catalyst Reaction today for a suspension set-up just as I do with
all my bikes almost immediately upon delivery. As I suspected the front end was too soft and
the back end was too stiff. So appropriate adjustments were made to damping and preload. Also
did the first oil change miles as I do with all my bikes. I do this because most of the break-in
particles are shed in the first miles. The next oil change will be done at just under miles. Both
bikes will be run on a dyno in a couple of days just want to accumulate another couple hundred
miles on it. After I came back from my ride, I hopped on to the Ducati V4S and took it for a 20
min ride while my riding impressions of the Ape were still fresh in my head. All while doing so
surfaces that are not always as smooth as that of a racetrack:. This partly has to do with how
much input it requires from the rider. The Duc feels like a lighter bike. Almost like a but with the
power output of a nuclear reactor. It makes all the right sounds and has a power curve that feels
as flat as Nevada. It builds speeds at an absurd rate without much drama. The Duc, on the other
hand, really lights your hair on fire when you open it up. The taller 60 profile tire on the Duc also
gives it a bigger contact patch which helps. At lower engine speeds, it feels and sounds like any
other Ducati v-twin in the way it lopes smoothly and pleasantly. No harshness. Just a lot of
character. But when it spins up it adopts an almost manic presence devoid of harness but full of
fury. Where it takes a distant second to the Ape is in sound quality. It revs like the cc RSV4 but
with the snap, crackle and pop of the Tuono which, quite frankly, is the perfect combination.
Even after setting up the suspension, you can tell that it wants to live on nothing short of a
smooth and polished race track. While no super bike is meant to perform in these conditions,
the Duc still gets the job done while the Aprilia needs to be ridden mph slower in order for the
rider to feel as confident. Utter confid
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ence and predictability. The new mapping brings some additional refinement and
enhancements to our already fantastic v1. These maps contain additional TQ management
operations, while still retaining OEM safety mechanisms: Such as CAT over-heat protections,
boost control strategies, combustion temp control fueling , and much much more. In the graphs
below, you can see the direct difference between the new v2, and previous v1. Keeping the heat
out of the engine assembly at the lower RPM really allows the twin-turbo 4. Stock turbos! Skip
to content. On the dyno. Parking cameras ubiquitous enough to creep problem outâ€¦ check!

Automatic steering correction for bad lane swerving driversâ€¦ check! Ability to control the
infotainment system with hand gestures and user-configurable gang signsâ€¦ check! All while
doing so surfaces that are not always as smooth as that of a racetrack: 1 The Factory exhibits
more mid-corner stability It is less upset by rough inputs. Ran out of time! Older posts.

